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RE: HORIZONTAL-SLIDING DOOR ASSEMBLIES

Horizontal-sliding door assemblies are permitted in the means of egress under specific operational provisions prescribed by code. These doors are required to be tested and listed for the appropriate fire rating when intended for installation in fire barrier walls. NFPA 101 permits fire rated door installations in fire barriers where the total combined area of opening protective assemblies does not exceed 25 percent of the area of the fire barrier that is common with any room.

This memorandum is intended to clarify that proposed fire rated horizontal-sliding door assemblies exceeding the 25% fire barrier limitation shall NOT be permitted for installation in fire barrier walls, except in accordance with one of the following conditions:

1. The proposed horizontal-sliding door assembly is evaluated from both directions as an interior “WALL” assembly and assigned a fire resistance rating based on the shorter duration obtained in accordance with ASTM E 119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, or ANSI/UL 263, Standard for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, and the horizontal-sliding door assembly is installed in accordance with its listing and the manufacturer's installation and maintenance instructions.

2. The proposed horizontal-sliding door assembly is evaluated for equivalency by FORMAL APPEAL and receives official acceptance for uniquely identified locations. (Appeal considerations could include, but are not limited to: door size, system activation, closure initiation, emergency power, additional sprinkler protection, signage, automatic and manual emergency operation, egress opening width, operational obstructions, operational tests and record keeping.)